
electrolux oxygen

central vacuum systems



We were thinking 
- clean air should 
be built into your 
home.
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Nothing but 99.97% clean air

With tight insulation and unsatisfactory ventilation and 

moisture, indoor air is often 2 to 5 times more polluted 

than outdoor air. The new Oxygen from Electrolux features 

a unique double fi ltration system. First, the Goretex 

self-cleaning fi lter offers worry-free performance and no 

need to use a paper bag. Secondly, the exclusive True 

HEPA fi lter purifi es the air to 99.97% and then diffuses it 

through our soft air diffusion system eliminating the need 

to exhaust outside. 

Electrolux Oxygen - clean air, built-in

The Oxygen central vacuum unit is placed in a secondary

space like a utility room or garage. It is connected to 

a system of pipes between walls and beams during 

construction or can easily be fi tted to an existing home. 

The wall outlets are positioned as centrally as possible. 

From strategically positioned outlets you can reach every 

spot in the house. In most cases one can manage with 

only two outlets.

Electrolux Oxygen central vacuums systems were designed with consumer insight in 

mind. Consumers express a growing demand for products with attention-attracting 

style, advanced technology and health benefi ts. Oxygen answers this insight with a 

built-in solution. 

Intelligent design

An Oxygen central vacuum system is streamlined and 

quiet yet, robust and powerful. It offers easy to understand 

functionality with advanced information displays and 

benefi ts all who care about their health and a clean home. 

Oxygen was designed not only to have attention attracting 

style but to focus on consumer insight. 
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Optimal cleaning, 
everywhere. everytime. 
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Innovative, quiet and 
effective - by design.
Electrolux Oxygen offers four models differing in features and performance levels depending on the 

size of your home and specifi c cleaning needs. Regardless of the model you choose, you get a highly 

effective, durable and quiet central vacuum that helps you keep your home clean year after year.

ZCV875

Ultimate performance• 

True HEPA fi ltration• 

Lowest sound level of series• 

LCD display provides • 

information on performance, 

maintenance and use

Industry leading Goretex • 

self-cleaning fi lter

High fi ltration with • 

cyclonic separation

ZCV870

Superior performance• 

LCD display provides • 

information on performance, 

maintenance and use

Industry leading Goretex • 

self-cleaning fi lter

High fi ltration with • 

cyclonic separation

ZCV860

High performance• 

LED indicator• 

for maintenance 

notifi cations

Industry leading Goretex • 

self-cleaning fi lter

High fi ltration with • 

cyclonic separation

ZCV855

Great performance • 

Industry leading Goretex • 

self-cleaning fi lter

High fi ltration with • 

cyclonic separation

Technical data
Model ZCV875 ZVC870 ZCV860 ZCV855

Colour Granite Grey and Ice White Granite Grey and Ice White Granite Grey and Ice White Granite Grey and Ice White

Airwatts 700 700 675 600

Motor power max, W 1800 1800 1725 1675

Airfl ow rate max, l/s 54 54 52 52

Vacuum max, Kpa 36 36 34 33

Circuit amp 10 10 10 10

Sound package Level 4 Level 3 Level 3 Level 2

Noise level at unit, dB(A) 64 65 66 67

Information display LCD LCD Full LED Standard LED

Filter Goretex Self-Cleaning Goretex Self-Cleaning Goretex Self-Cleaning Goretex Self-Cleaning

True HEPA Included Optional Optional Optional

Dirt receptacle volume, litres 31 31 31 31

Dirt receptacle window Yes Yes Yes Yes

Optional paper bag Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dimension HxWxD, mm 1068x465x380 1032x465x380 1032x465x380 1032x465x380

Net weight, kg 10.1 9 8.7 8.7
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Design Innovator

Innovative features designed with you in mind from the world’s largest manufacturer of 

vacuums. These unique features have been developed to make the cleaning task of 

vacuuming as effective and intuitive as possible.

Quick release bucket

The handles with push button release allow for easy removal 

of the bucket and stability whether taking the bucket off or 

putting it on.

Goretex Self-cleaning fi lter

The Oxygen series power units are equipped with a self-

cleaning fi lter that maximizes fi ltration, everytime. The fi lter 

moves up and down during each cleaning cycle, which 

means that dust is “swept off” the fi lter surface. This fi lter is 

permanent does not have to be cleaned during normal use.

Integrated Silencer

With the innovative design of the integrated silencer all 

Oxygen power units come with reduced noise levels. This 

design requires less space for installation and provides a 

more quiet and effective experience.

Information display ZCV875 & ZCV870

The information display provides you with relevant information 

on your cleaning system.

• Performance Indicator

• Empty bucket indicator

• Service Indicator

• Time used 

True HEPA fi ltration

The only central vacuum with True HEPA provides amazingly 

clean air that does not have to be exhausted outside. The 

perfect solution for health concerned persons. The HEPA 

fi lter is included on the ZCV875 and can be added to any of 

the other models.

Optional paper bag attachment

For an added level of convenience a dust bag is adaptable to 

all Oxygen power units. The dust bag provides an easy way 

to dispose of debris. 

Quick release bucket Goretex Self-cleaning fi lter

Integrated silencer Information display

True HEPA fi ltration Dust bag
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A complete cleaning system

All aspects of your central vacuum system have been designed to work together - seamlessly. 

Innovative, unique designs of attachments provide you with an optimal cleaning experience.

Oxygen handle

The uniquely designed optimal airfl ow shape achieves 

maximum suction with reduced noise. The Oxygen handle 

provides a dynamic interface with your Oxygen power unit. 

It offers the insight driven solutions described below to 

complete the central vacuum system.

Active control switch

With the 3 position switch you always have total control

over your cleaning power in your hand. The switch goes

from OFF to Medium speed for cleaning more delicate

surfaces, and then to High speed for the complete power

necessary for deep cleaning.

Active pickup tool

This exclusively designed Electrolux tool gives optimal front 

action on hard fl oors and features and automatic regulation 

of the airfl ow on soft carpets. The Active pickup tool is 

lightweight and provides superior handling for easier cleaning 

on all fl oor types.

Integrated cleaning tools

Located on the handle are optimally sized cleaning tools. 

The crevice tool helps in reaching narrows spaces and 

the dusting brush is perfect for all dusting needs. With the 

integrated tools on the Oxygen handle, you always have the 

above fl oor cleaning tools at hand. 

Hose set

Everything you need to effectively clean your home. The 

Oxygen hose set is available in 9 meter, 10 meter 

and 12 meter to fi t virtually any home application. 

With the unique optimal airfl ow design the Oxygen hose set is 

unmatched for cleaning ease and performance.

Active pickup tool

Oxygen handle

Integrated cleaning tools

Active control switch

Hose set
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Electrolux Central Vacuum Systems

1700 West Second Street

Webster City, IA 50595

United States of America

www.electroluxcentralvac.com

The Thoughtful Design Innovator.

Do you remember the last time you opened a gift that made you say, “Oh! 

How did you know? That’s exactly what I wanted!” That’s the kind of feeling 

that we at Electrolux seek to evoke in everyone who chooses or uses one 

of our products. We devote time, knowledge, and a great deal of thought to 

anticipating and creating the kind of appliances that our customers really need 

and want.

This kind of thoughtful care means innovating with insight. Not design for 

design’s sake, but design for the user’s sake. For us, thoughtful design means 

making appliances easier to use and tasks more enjoyable to perform, freeing 

our customers to experience the ultimate 21st century luxury: ease of mind. 

Our aim is to make this ease of mind more available to more people in more 

parts of their everyday lives, all over the world.

The “Thinking of you” promise from Electrolux goes beyond meeting the needs 

of today’s consumers. It also means we’re committed to making appliances 

safe for the environment—now and for future generations.

Electrolux. Thinking of you.

Share more of our thinking at www.electrolux.com
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